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About This Game

The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decomposing for 30 long years. You are its first victim.

Avoid the broken down, animatronic creatures. Learn to swim in the gravity defying waters and avoid the good old fashioned
lasers, stompers, acid pools and lava. Learn about the Citadel's grim past and defeat the madman behind it all. Collect the keys if

you want to go free!

Citadel 1986 is a retro platform game harking back to the Commodore 64 days. The entire game is set across a single giant
scrolling level, just like the games that inspired me to start coding : )
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Fairly decent. The tutorial isn't the best I've seen in gaming. Okay I wasn't that impressed with this game. The graphics were
decent, the story a bit boring. The game is just plain boring. Don't buy this game. There are other games in this genre that is way
better.. Everything from here to the next arrow is irrelevent--->"Wow a nice old school rts game that i can play with my
friend"(buys 2 copies and attemps to play LAN game).Waiting for server..... Waiting for server..... Waiting for
server.....(Aggravation setting in after about an hour of waiting, Attemps to play online game hoping for different
result...Waiting for server.....Waiting for server.........Waiting for server. U gotta be kidding me right ? no it gets better... now
just over 2 hours in of trying to play And i cant even refund it -.-. congratulations u have broke my heart---> [Edit]: <--- I just
recently changed this review which is arrogant of me since the developer had the courtesey to respond to me in a moments
notice. you can tell they truly care about this game and are constantly hard at work with the annoying bugs that tend to show up
out of nowhere right when everything seems to be going good. All things aside things game takes me back to when each rts had
its own unique aesthetic (which this one definitly has!) such as the difference between red alert and starcraft. while this game
might not be perfect it stays true to what the classics did best and makes me feel as if oldschool weswood devs made this
themselves after EA took over :/. PS. sorry developer for not changing review sooner i was not informed on your response. You
definitly deserve more positive reviews than you get ! if you are a old school rts fan I highly recommend this game if your new
to them i find this to be a great starting place.. 9/10
It has a better engine then Heroes V.
Story is good even standalone.
Gameplay is better then any heroes game.
Music is great.. Great life sim totally worth the price. This game brought me back to 90's. I liked the game a lot.
I got good wibes when passing some challenging levels. Feels good.
Musics fits really great to this awesome pixel art, also character movement and robot hand handling feels so polished.
I really love the level design on this game and some of the mechanics are absolutely insane.

Definetely looking forward what the creator design next.. Well polished and addictive. Worth your time and money.
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The game looks like it would be fun... I wouldn't know though because there is no one online playing nor are there bots. From
what I've been seeing the devs bailed.. (Don't know for sure if thats true)
. Story was a little inconsistent, but is still fine, for me. Mainly, I'm not recommending it because of a slew of translation issues
and I personally don't like the images that come with it.. release the headbutters!!!!!. I decided to give this a go as I am
considering training in a real C152. For the sale price, I was not disappointed. Handling is as expected. However the aircraft is
very bare bones: only two radio stacks and no frequency swapping, ILS is only for left\/right, the GPS is a Garmin 295 (at least
it has a GPS!), and there is no autopilot - not even hitting Z works. With the pull to the left my flight involved a lot of right turns
to keep my aircraft from veering off course. A lot of real 152s don't have autopilot anyway, but if you want a relaxing flight
from Point A to Point B and enjoy the view this aircraft won't give you that because it demands a lot of trimming and attention.
The view from the virtual cockpit is tinted and unfortunately there are no options to change it to a non-tinted view. The included
manual only includes references and checklists - no instructions. The add-on itself works and it is realistic, so I must give it an
unenthusiastic thumb up. I would only recommend this aircraft to people that intend to simulate, train, and fly in virtual and real
C152s.. Not a serious FPS game, go in and try, THAT'S IT!
The overall gameplay is not OK, felt like TF2's atmosphere though but the aiming and the movements aren't quite good.
The weapons are OK, only 4 exist and for me the sniper was so bad.
The graphics are lowly rendered but it's the theme, and the animations are bad.. This game is very addictive and realistic, I
would rate this amazing game!. a better version of Hunie Pop, for sure
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